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In a song called Full Force Gale, Van Morrison penned these words: 
 
 In the gentle evening breeze 
 By the whispering shady trees 
 I will find my sanctuary in the Lord 
 
 Like a full force gale 
 I was lifted up again 
 I was lifted up again by the Lord 
 
 No matter where I roam 
 I will find my way back home 
 I will always return to the Lord 
 
And at another time in his life he wrote of going back to some of his favorite places in the 
countryside of Ireland for inspiration. And speaking of finding his muse there, he said: “she 
moves on the solid earth/she moves on the solid ground/In the County Down.” There is 
something about being rooted, isn't there, in God's beautiful earth, (of evening breezes and 
shady trees) and in the solidity of home that is very real to our experience of God. 
 
Is it any wonder Jesus spoke of himself as a vine firmly rooted and providing the sustenance of 
life to all the branches? It is what we all need. And it's what Christ's body, the church is called 
to and by God's grace in Christ, is able to provide. Jesus makes it clear in this figure of speech 
that, of course, it doesn't always happen. It's possible for us as individuals, as believers, or even 
as a church to wither and die for not drawing up into ourselves the life of Christ, for not 
knowing the depth of our roots. And when that happens, says Jesus, we stop bearing the real 
fruit of life, which is love. We stop loving and serving and being peacemakers, and fighting for 
justice and compassion and real rooted life for those in need. 
 
That's the picture Jesus paints of what it means certainly for believers to wither and die, but it's 
the same for everyone isn't it? There is a need to be rooted in love and grace, isn't there? And 
there is a need to know that this life truly does have deep meaning and gravity and joy. We 
have seen the results of a shallow culture, ignorant of and cut off from depth. What are we to 
do? On this Mothers Day, I've been thinking about what one of our Wednesday Walker tutors 
told me at our closing last week. The grandmother was there with one of our first graders. The 
grandmother is raising this boy and his three siblings because the mother decided she didn't 
want to be a mother anymore. And someone wrote in a newspaper column this past week of 
how “unwed, single, teenage mom Bristol Palin was being lauded on talk shows on 
Wednesday—National Day to Prevent Teen Pregnancy—for encouraging other teenagers to 
abstain from sex. 
 
Meanwhile, Carrie Prejean (Miss California) was (having to defend) her title—and her 
advocacy of “traditional marriage”-- because of sensual and revealing photographs take of her 
when she was a teenage model.” Wrote the columnist, “I'm confused. Are we in favor of 
teenage sexuality or not? Are we okay using teenagers to model lingerie until they become 
public figures? Are we not okay with unwed teenage moms until they admit their mistakes on 
national TV?” Teenage sexuality is, of course, one of the leading causes of illegitimacy, which 
as this person pointed out is pandemic, and more damaging to the institutions of marriage and 
family than anything else. 
 



And yet. You know the stats on pregnant teens, right? They are far less likely than adult women 
to receive timely and regular prenatal care. Their babies are much more likely to be born 
prematurely, more likely to live in poverty, and twice as likely to suffer abuse and neglect. 
Fewer than half of teen mothers age 17 and younger graduate from high school and fewer than 
2 percent earn a college degree by age 30. 8 out of 10 fathers don't marry the teen mother of 
their child, and daughters of teen moms are more likely to become a teenage mother 
themselves. That is people withering and dying, mothers and children, and fathers. We have 
seen the results of a shallow culture, ignorant of and cut off from real depth of the meaning and 
value and joy of life. 
 
Friends, the gospel reading for today says that abiding in Christ, the church can bear the true 
fruit of life which is loving God's world, even when it doesn't feel good, even for those teenage 
moms we can be so impatient with. That's certainly part of what the pruning image is about. 
Life obliges us with people who are difficult and with times that are hard and with personal 
struggles that if they are looked at with the eyes of faith, a God who wants us to bear the real 
fruit of life and love will be revealed. That's what abiding means doesn't it? Walter Wink said, 
“abiding means loving the One who loves us, even under the knife.” 
 
And the riches of our faith are meant to give us the tools to do that. Worship, the disciplines of 
study and prayer, service are the ways we are pruned so as to draw more deeply the sustenance 
of our rootedness in God through Christ. Says Jesus, “If you abide in me, and my words abide 
in you, ask for whatever you wish, and it will be done for you.” That doesn't mean: profess 
Jesus as your Lord, and whoopie God becomes your own personal vending machine! It means 
if we're drawing on the riches of our faith and of our communal life together as the church, then 
we are being taught how to desire the right things! What we wish for is being fundamentally 
changed. We are learning how to desire the kingdom coming among us all, peace and justice 
and compassion, and stewardship and care for God's world and each one in it. That's pruning! 
 
Scott Peck, writing in The Different Drum, tells the story of “The Rabbi's Gift.” A monastery 
had fallen on hard times. There were only five monks left. In desperation, the Abbot went to a 
neighboring rabbi for advice. The rabbi said, “I have no advice to give you really. The only 
thing I can tell is that one of you could well be the Messiah.” The abbot brought this thought 
back, but he said he really didn't know what to make of it. In the months that followed, they 
pondered the thought. Without realizing, they began to treat each other differently. There was a 
new sense of love and respect. Others were attracted to their order. The monastery took on new 
life. You see, it makes a difference when we look at others and see that Christ abides in them as 
within us. Just to see that is to begin to draw more deeply on the sustenance of our rooted God 
and bear fruit. 
 
A young father was struggling the day of his wife's funeral, trying to put his son to bed. Both 
were numb with sorrow. The little boy asked, “Daddy, where is Mommy?” He tried to answer 
the question, but the boy kept asking, “Where is Mommy? When is she coming back?” After a 
lot of attempts to satisfy his son, the father picked up the little boy and put him in his own bed. 
Finally, the little boy reached out his hand through the darkness and placed it on his father's 
face, asking, “Daddy is your face toward me?” Given assurance, he said, “If your face is toward 
me, I think I can go to sleep.” The father lay beside his young son and prayed, “O God, the way 
is dark and I not see my way through right now, but if your face is toward me, somehow I think 
I can make it.” 
 
On this Mothers Day, certainly we give thanks for all the ways our mothers managed to turn 
their face toward us, somehow God's grace shining through, helping us to make it. But, perhaps 
just as importantly on Mothers Day, we hear the call ourselves to bear fruit. And so, we must 
turn our collective face toward all those in danger of withering and dying on the vine, teen 
moms and dads, their children, the poor, the needy, those overcome with grief or fear, all those 



lost in the shallow end of a culture unable to root them deeply in life. We turn our collective 
face toward all those not here in the assurance that we being fed from the God below us, in 
whom we are rooted, have what they need. It's simply this: love and concern that can reveal to 
them that they are branches, too. They too, are branches of the Vine, they are branches of a 
Lord who would feed them from the depth of life. May it be so for them and may it be so for 
us. 
 
Amen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


